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The purpose of this collaborative project with researchers at Pacific Northwest Laboratory is to aid 
in developing a compact, high-resolution, in situ gamma counting system for marine and coastal 
waters. This design initiative will utilize a compact high-resolution gamma counter (either CdZnTe 
(CZT) or LaBr3), incorporating filtration and chemo-sorption to pre- concentrate target isotopes 
prior to counting in order to minimize detector size, lower limits of detection (LOD), and reduce 
overall count time. The final system will be platform independent but designed for compatibility 
with a man-portable “Autonomous Underwater Vehicle” or a moored buoy deployment platform.  

 
Summary: 
The purpose of this project is to develop a compact, high-resolution, in situ gamma counting system 
for marine and coastal waters. This design initiative will utilize a compact high-resolution gamma 
counter (either CdZnTe (CZT) or LaBr

3
), incorporating filtration and chemo-sorption to pre-

concentrate target isotopes prior to counting in order to minimize detector size, lower limits of 



detection (LOD), and reduce overall count time. The system will be platform independent but 
designed for compatibility with a man-portable “Autonomous Underwater Vehicle” or a moored 
buoy deployment platform.  
Technical Objectives: Component development and tasking for this project follows two parallel 
tracts: (i.) incorporation of tried and true technologies to minimize development time and ensure a 
high probability of success; and (ii.) development of novel (higher risk) technologies that, if 
successfully incorporated, would represent significant enhancement in performance over the tried 
and true technologies. Certain components of this research may be considered “High-risk,” such as 
the use of novel filtration systems, technologies like recyclable centrifugal filtration or disposable 
variable-porosity packed-bed column filtration. The successful incorporation of these technologies 
could provide a means for increasing filter capacity (and correspondingly decreasing LOD), by 
orders of magnitude. They may also provide the ability to define the target particle diameter on the 
fly during a deployment without an increase in the overall size of the apparatus.  
Use of nano-technology to enhance chemosorbant performance, specifically, nano-surfaces like 
self-assembled monolayers on meso-porous supports (SAMMS) may be used in place of more 
traditional chemosorbants as the supporting material for the chemosorbant functional groups. These 
functionalized nano-surfaces increase the effective surface area and/or concentration of surface 
functional groups (i.e., capacity), by several orders of magnitude over traditional chemosorbants 
thereby having the effect of proportionally decreasing the LOD of the system.  
The IC Post Doctoral Fellowship recipient would direct the novel, high-risk, research aspects of this 
project in hopes of enhancing the overall performance of the in situ gamma counting system.  

Goals: The goals of the IC Fellowship recipient would be to enhance pre-concentration 
capabilities of the in situ gamma detection system by: (i.) replacing traditional membrane 
filtration units with a novel filter designed to minimize clogging, increase capacity, and/or 
provide a means for adjusting porosity on the fly; (ii.) utilizing nano-size functionalized 
surfaces to enhance chemosorbant capacity and lower LOD for dissolved target isotopes. 


